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T
he night kicked off with a
fashionably-forward ramp
show,whichwas followed

by party revellers indulging
in delish food and boozy
beverages and grooving to the
super hit tracks played by the

in-houseDJ.
To revel in the grandeur of

the glitzy get-togetherwere
regulars from the party-
circuit, whowere looking their
sartorial best.
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With the winter season
comes the challenges
of dressing up right for

a party. And to stand out from
the crowd, the race of pinning
down on the perfect party-
ready attire for a scene-
stealing look begins. To help
you keep your fashion game
strong, here’s Cantabil, an
affordable menswear,
womenswear and kidswear
fashion brand. The ongoing

HT City Club Fashion
Nights 2019 is powered by
Cantabil.
The brand believes one can

easily be a head turner with
something as simple as good
jeans, T-shirt and a jacket.
Deepak Bansal, director,
Cantabil, says, “Our range
offers stylish knitted blazers,
bombers, puffed jackets,
leather jackets and suede
jackets majorly meant for
clubs and parties, but also go
well for casual outings.”

He also says, “Apart from
the usual black and navy, we
have deeper shades such as
olive, burgundy. The knitted
blazers and premium
bombers are available in
black, camel, red, yellow etc to
enhance the look.”
Bansal also gives a fashion

tip to make a style statement.
“As denims are in, combine
our jackets with a denim
shirt, even pairing those with
checkered shirts makes you
look dapper.”
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How to stay stylish yet cosy and comfy this winter

Picture of
the day
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Appreciating the efforts

Kanika Sharma received a token of appreciation and a gift hamper from designer Abhi Singh for helping
him every bit of the way, right from drawing board stage to actual showcasing of silhouettes. A sparkling
salute by Rajnigandha Pearls which believes in, ‘Achchai ki ek alag chamak hoti hai’.

A model showcases Rajnigandha Pearls,
flavoured cardamom seeds, at the HT City
Club Fashion Nights 2019, held in the
Capital over the weekend.

Upscale puffed,
bombers and
versatile knits

retain an
opulent

sensibility,
while styling
reinforces the
club look

Deepak
Bansal,
director,
Cantabil
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Designer Abhi Singh presented his collection, Contrast, at the HT City Club Fashion Nights 2019
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E
nsembles that speak of
effortlessness and design
aesthetic that spells
sophistication— that’s

what designerAbhi Singh’s
Spring Summer 2019 collection
titled, Contrast, is all about.
The collectionwas showcased
at theHTCityClubFashion
Nights 2019.
Rich draping and inventive

craftsmanship of ensembles
completedwith flawless fits
makes this Delhi-based
designer a one-of a kind. At the
do, Singh presented anti-fit
silhouettes that take

inspiration fromprints like
geometric, a touch of floral and
shapes that exist in the art
world.
Talking about the

collection, he said, “The outfits
are easy-breezy in toned down
shadeswhich are very skin-
friendly and easy towear.”
The label stands for its
uniqueness andmesmerising
style that blendswith rich,
lush colours, has a variety of
options to pick from that
includes skirts, pants, long
and high-low dresses to help
youmake an effortless
sartorial statement.
n sanchita.kalra@htlive.com

These easy-breezy ensembles, in muted
tones, received applause from fashion
enthusiasts in the Capital

WHENSIMPLICITYMEETS
ELEGANCE Models

showcasing the
light and
easy-to-wear
collection by
Abhi Singh
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Nidhi Kohli, Isha Sehgal and Shivam KohliLokesh Sharma
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Karishma and Deepa Sondhi

This party was a
power-packed one
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